




DD 

Apes, this is a continuation of my Dollar Endgame Series. You can find Part 1 here.

I am getting increasingly worried about the amount of warning signals that are flashing red for hyperinflation- I
believe the process has already begun, as I will lay out in this paper. The first stages of hyperinflation begin slowly,
and as this is an exponential process, most people will not grasp the true extent of it until it is too late. I know I’m going to
gloss over a lot of stuff going over this, sorry about this but I need to fit it all into four posts without giving everyone a 400
page treatise on macro-economics to read. Counter-DDs and opinions welcome. This is going to be a lot longer than a
normal DD, but I promise the pay-off is worth it, knowing the history is key to understanding where we are today.

SERIES (Parts 1-4) TL/DR: We are at the end of a MASSIVE debt supercycle. This 80-100 year
pattern always ends in one of two scenarios- default/restructuring (deflation a la Great Depression) or inflation
(hyperinflation in severe cases (a la Weimar Republic). The United States has been abusing it’s privilege as the
World Reserve Currency holder to enforce its political and economic hegemony onto the Third World,
specifically by creating massive artificial demand for treasuries/US Dollars, allowing the US to borrow
extraordinary amounts of money at extremely low rates for decades, creating a Sword of Damocles that hangs
over the global financial system.

The massive debt loads have been transferred worldwide, and sovereigns are starting to call our bluff.
Governments papered over the 2008 financial crisis with debt, but never fixed the underlying issues, ensuring
that the crisis would return, but with greater ferocity next time. Systemic risk (from derivatives) within the US
financial system has built up to the point that collapse is all but inevitable, and the Federal Reserve has
demonstrated it will do whatever it takes to defend legacy finance (banks, broker/dealers, etc) and government
solvency, even at the expense of everything else (The US Dollar).

I’ll break this down into four parts. ALL of this is interconnected, so please
read these in order:

Part One: The Global Monetary System- “A New Rome” <

Part Two: Derivatives, Systemic Risk, & Nitroglycerin- “The Ouroboros” < (YOU ARE HERE)

Part Three: Banks, Debt Cycles & Avalanches- “The Money Machine” <

Part Four: Financial Gravity & the Fed’s Dilemma- “At World’s End” <

Preface:

Some Terms you need to know:

Derivatives: A derivative is a financial security with a value that is reliant upon or derived from, an underlying asset or
group of assets—a benchmark. The derivative itself is a contract between two or more parties, and the derivative derives
its price from fluctuations in the underlying asset. The most common underlying assets for derivatives are stocks, bonds,
commodities, currencies, interest rates, and market indexes.

Normalized Curve Distribution (Bell Curve): The normal distribution is a continuous probability distribution that is
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symmetrical on both sides of the mean, so the right side of the center is a mirror image of the left side. The area under
the normal distribution curve represents probability and the total area under the curve sums to one. (We’ll go over this
more in-depth later).

Value-At-Risk (VaR Distribution): Value at risk (VaR) is a statistic that measures and quantifies the level of financial risk
within a firm, portfolio or position over a specific time frame. This metric is most commonly used by investment and
commercial banks to determine the extent and occurrence ratio of potential losses in their institutional portfolios. Risk
managers use VaR to measure and control the level of risk exposure.

Rehypothecation: Rehypothecation is a practice whereby banks and brokers use, for their own purposes, assets that
have been posted as collateral by their clients. Clients who permit rehypothecation of their collateral may be
compensated either through a lower cost of borrowing or a rebate on fees.

Exchange-Traded (Listed) Derivative: An exchange-traded derivative is merely a derivative contract that derives its value
from an underlying asset that is listed on a trading exchange and guaranteed against default through a clearinghouse.
Due to their presence on a trading exchange, ETDs differ from over-the-counter derivatives in terms of their standardized
nature, higher liquidity, and ability to be traded on the secondary market.

Over the Counter Derivative: An over the counter (OTC) derivative is a financial contract that does not trade on an asset
exchange, and which can be tailored to each party's needs. Over the counter derivatives are instead private contracts
that are negotiated between counterparties without going through an exchange or other type of formal intermediaries,
although a broker may help arrange the trade.

Part Two: Derivatives, Systemic Risk, and Nitroglycerin- “The Ouroboros”

The Ouroboros

Prologue:

“The Ouroboros, a Greek word meaning “tail devourer”, is the ancient symbol of a snake consuming its own body in 
perfect symmetry. The imagery of the Ouroboros evokes the concept of the infinite nature of self-destructive feedback 
loops. The sign appears across cultures and is an important icon in the esoteric tradition of Alchemy. Egyptian mystics 
first derived the symbol from a real phenomenon in nature. In extreme heat a snake, unable to self-regulate its body 
temperature, will experience an out-of-control spike in its metabolism.
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In a state of mania, the snake is unable to differentiate its own tail from its prey, and will attack itself, self-
cannibalizing until it perishes. In nature and markets, when randomness self-organizes itself into too perfect 
symmetry, order becomes the source of chaos, and chaos feeds on itself.”-

(Artemis Capital Research Paper- extra credit reading, but warning, this is ADVANCED finance- you’ll pop a lot of 
wrinkles reading it)

Random Walks and Portfolio Insurance

In financial markets, traders have long looked for mathematical relationships between and within assets, to aid in 
speculation and price prediction. As data aggregation improved, and information became more widely distributed in the 
1930s and 1940s, Financial analysts quickly realized that the stock market as a whole, as well as individual securities, 
followed Bell Curve Distributions, at least in most time periods.
The performance of individual securities on a single day was essentially random, but their overall performance in a time
period could be graphed, as seen below:

Bell Curve Distribution fitted to Market Returns

This flowed logically from the concept of random events that Brownian motion described. In the mid- 1800s,
scientist Robert Brown saw that particles in a fluid sub-domain bounced around randomly, with their individual
movements being essentially unpredictable- these movements were completely random. Drawing on Brownian motion,
mathematicians had created Probability Theory, which could estimate the given probability (not certainty) of a set of
outcomes.

As an analogy, predicting the result of an individual coin toss accurately every time is essentially impossible, but if you do
it 100 times, Probability theory will tell you that you have a very high probability of 50 heads and 50 tails, or something
close to it (45/55 or 53/47 for example).

The likelihood of 95 heads and 5 tails, an extreme outlier, would be very close to 0. This is because there is a 50%
probability of either heads or tails- and thus the distribution of 100 coin flips should roughly match this probability. This
theory of randomness of prices as it applied to finance came to be known as the Random Walk Theory- and predicted
that prices were basically completely unpredictable.

Understanding this concept, traders in the 1960s observed that the probability was great that returns on a single equity
security would hover between some set performance range, like -10% and +10%. Rarely did the return hit the extreme
ends of the curve.

It didn’t matter what the time period was, 1 day, 1 month, or 1 year, the traders always had trouble reliably predicting a
single future movement (like predicting heads/tails on a single coin toss), but could reliably say what the probability of
variance over time (outcome of 100 coin tosses) would be, and map this mathematical distribution on a bell curve.

These Bell Curve distributions, after being modified for applications in financial markets, came to be known as Value At



Risk (VaR) models. Over the course of the 1960s and 1970s, these models came to be widely used in the asset
management industry.

Essentially what these VaR models could do was provide a statistical technique used to measure the amount of potential
loss that could happen in an investment portfolio over a specified period of time. Value at Risk gives the probability of
losing more than a given amount in a given portfolio.

Value-at-Risk Model

You can see from the above that these models have “skinny tails”, that is to say, they predict the likelihood of extreme
events (standard deviation of 3 or more) happening as very low- especially on the downside (see above). Outlier events
were thus coined “tail risk”, occurrences that only show up on the far tails of the distribution. Tail risk events were shown
to be SO unlikely that the fund managers basically didn't hedge for them AT ALL.

These models were built using the recorded historical prices of thousands of commodities, equities, and bonds. For
earlier markets, they would even plug in estimates created by econometricians (i.e. Corn prices in 1430) to arrive at a
large enough data set.

With this data, asset managers could feel safe utilizing leverage and complex derivatives in risky investments, as these
models told them that the likelihood of severe losses (-30% for example) in a single day was near-zero. (Fundamental
rule of math is you CANNOTfor certain predict future outcomes based on past experiences- but they did it anyways...)

At the same time, Eugene Fama, an American economist freshly minted with a PhD from the University of Chicago,
developed his Efficient Markets Hypothesis in early 1970. Drawing on the random walk theory, Fama posited that since
stock movements were random, it was impossible to “beat the market”.

Current market prices incorporated all available and future information, and thus buying undervalued stocks, or selling at
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inflated prices, was not feasible. Making consistent profits was impossible- if you made money, you just got “lucky” as the
market randomly moved in your favor after you made the trade. The price, therefore, was always “right”.

Efficient Market Hypothesis

This further emboldened investors and whetted their risk appetite. Armed with these two theories, they started making
statistical algorithms that modeled the stock market, and loaded themselves up with more risk. Starting in the early
1980s, portfolio insurance started to gain traction within the industry. This “insurance” basically was an automated
system that short-sold S&P 500 Index futures in case of a market decline.

This concept was invented by Hayne Leland and Mark Rubinstein, who started a business named Leland O’Brien
Rubinstein Associates (LOR) in 1980, and was developed into a computer program commonly referred to by the same
acronym. They were successful in marketing this product, and by the mid-1980s, hundreds of millions of dollars of
Assets Under Management (AUM) from institutions ranging from investment banks to large mutual funds were protected
by this new-fangled product.

LOR was a program that dynamically hedged, i.e. would observe market conditions, and understanding it’s own portfolio
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risk, would actively adjust in real time. Today, dynamic hedging is used by derivative dealers to hedge gamma or vega
exposures. Because it involves adjusting a hedge as the underlier moves—often several times a day—it is “dynamic.”

The founders of LOR touted it as a program that would actively work to protect a portfolio, a “fire and forget” approach
that would allow portfolio managers and traders to focus on alpha-generation rather than worrying about potential losses.

Smoothbrain summary:

No one can accurately predict the future (ie the outcome of a single coin toss). But, you can predict the probable
outcomes of a series of coin-tosses.

Using this theory of the probability of outcomes, you can build a bell curve of probabilities of returns. Adapting this
to financial markets, it comes to be called the Value-At-Risk model.

This Value At Risk model tells you that the likelihood of a severe adverse event happening (large losses in a single
day) is very low. Thus you feel safe leveraging your portfolio and buying derivatives.

The Efficient Markets Hypothesis tells you that it is near impossible to consistently beat the market. Prices are
always “right” and already incorporate all known and knowable information, so fundamental (and technical)
analysis is completely useless. Thus the best way to juice returns is to load up on leverage and derivatives.

Two experts in the fields of finance and economics create a new product called LOR, which was ‘portfolio
insurance’ that promised to limit downside losses in case of a market collapse. Hundreds of institutions, banks, and
hedge funds buy and implement LOR’s dynamic hedging into their portfolio. This program short-sold S&P 500
futures in the event of a market decline.

Black Monday- October 19, 1987

Stock markets raced upward during the first half of 1987. By late August, the DJIA (Dow Jones) had gained 44 percent in
a matter of seven months, stoking concerns of an asset bubble. In mid-October, a storm cloud of news reports
undermined investor confidence and led to additional volatility in markets.

The federal government disclosed a larger-than-expected trade deficit and the dollar fell in value. The markets began to
unravel, foreshadowing the record losses that would develop a week later.

Beginning on October 14, a number of markets began incurring large daily losses. On October 16, the rolling sell-offs
coincided with an event known as “triple witching,” which describes the circumstances when monthly expirations of
options and futures contracts occurred on the same day.

By the end of the trading day on October 16, which was a Friday, the DJIA had lost 4.6 percent. The weekend trading
break offered only a brief reprieve; Treasury Secretary James Baker on Saturday, October 17, publicly threatened to de-
value the US dollar in order to narrow the nation’s widening trade deficit. Then the unthinkable happened.
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DJIA (Tradingview) - Historical Realized Volatility on the bottom scale

Even before US markets opened for trading on Monday morning, stock markets in and around Asia began plunging.
Additional investors moved to liquidate positions, and the number of sell orders vastly outnumbered willing buyers near
previous prices, creating a cascade in stock markets.

In the most severe case, New Zealand’s stock market fell 60 percent, and would take years to recover. Traders reported
racing each other to the pits to sell. Author Scott Patterson describes the scene:
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The Quants, pg 51

Traders on the floor of the NYSE reported seeing ticker numbers spinning so fast that they were unreadable. Liquidity
vanished completely from the market. Sell orders flooded in so fast the infrastructure to record them started
malfunctioning.

At one point, specialists (individual market makers, and at this time were people on the floor representing a firm) simply
stopped picking up the phone, which was ringing with dozens of institutions begging them to sell.

Dozens of stocks were frozen in time. Those that weren’t were hit with massive volume. At one point, Proctor and
Gamble was trading for $0.03. It had ended trading the previous Friday at $6.09. Market makers were trading off the
stock prices that were recorded an hour ago, since the infrastructure was so backed up. (Check out this episode of
RealVision Podcast to learn more. In fact, just go subscribe to their show and start listening from the beginning, they
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have one of the best finance podcasts out there).

In the United States, this collapse quickly came to be known as “Black Monday”, with the DJIA finishing down 508 points,
or 22.6 percent. "There is so much psychological togetherness that seems to have worked both on the up side and on
the down side,” Andrew Grove, Chief Executive of technology company Intel Corp., said in an interview. “It’s a little like a
theater where someone yells 'Fire!’ (and everybody runs for the exit)”.

“It felt really scary,” said Thomas Thrall, a senior professional at the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, who was then a
trader at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. “People started to understand the interconnectedness of markets around the
globe.”

For the first time, investors could watch on live television as a financial crisis spread market to market – in much the
same way viruses move through human populations and computer networks. (Source).

Black Monday represented a catastrophic rebuttal to the mathematicians and economists who created the Random Walk
Theory and Value- At- Risk models. These probability theorists had stated that events like this were improbable-
so improbable in fact that their models predicted Black Monday was IMPOSSIBLE. Thus, no one in the market
had hedged or expected an event as extreme as this. In fact, some theoreticians started to doubt the validity of the
previously iron-clad Efficient Market Hypothesis itself. Patterson continues:

Black Monday also represented a fascinating case study in the 
devastating effects of derivatives on financial markets. The Index 
Arbitrageurs, buying the S&P 500 futures being sold by portfolio 
insurance, had raced to short sell the underlying stock to stay net 
neutral. This was because by owning the S&P 500 futures, they 
effectively owned a small piece of every stock in the index. To 
hedge, they had to quickly short the underlying, so that any large 
loss in the index futures they owned would be offset by a gain on a 
short position in the individual stocks.

However, the S&P 500 index itself was calculated based on the 
prices of the underlying securities. Thus, after Portfolio insurance 
sold the arbs' futures, the Index arbs short sold billions of dollars 
worth of stock, the S&P future market tanked, and LOR, seeing the 
massive volatility and downward pressure on the market, sold more 
and more futures, which caused the Arbs to short more and more 
stock. This was the unwelcome discovery of a vicious positive 
feedback loop, a “shadow risk” that existed beneath the surface of 
the market, unbeknownst to the investors who traded in it. The 
Ouroboros had been awakened. These feedback loops, once 
initiated, continued until the underlying factors have been diminished 
or until the agents in the system are self-destroyed

The Quants, pg 53
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DD 

Apes, this is the second half of Part 2. You can find the first half of Part 2 here.

Derivatives and the Alchemy of Risk

Derivatives are financial contracts that derive their value from an underlying security, and have existed for as long as
markets have. A futures contract, for example, is a legal agreement to buy or sell a particular commodity asset, or
security at a predetermined price at a specified time in the future.

The buyer of a futures contract is taking on the obligation to buy and receive the underlying asset when the futures
contract expires, and the seller of the futures contract is taking on the obligation to deliver the underlying asset at the
expiration date. These contracts have been around for millenia, with the earliest recorded contract dated to 1750 BC in
Mesopotamia, or modern-day Iraq.

Say you’re in a casino and you want to make money off a poker game, but you are barred from playing the actual game.
So, you grab another patron (Dave) and tell him you’d like to make a bet on the outcome of the game. You really think
your friend Allie will win the game, so you’re willing to pony up $100 to bet on her winning. (In this example, the bet you
make is the “derivative”. The underlying security’s returns are the results of the poker game.)

Seeing your derivative bet, two other people get interested. They don’t want to bet on the game, rather they want to
gamble on the outcome of your bet. They create their own bet, weighing probabilities and putting in funds accordingly.
This is a second-order derivative. In the modern financial system, since derivatives are basically unregulated due to
the Commodities Futures Modernization Act, (especially OTC derivatives or second-order or higher) this process can
continue ad infinitum.

Derivative Bets

In doing so, the "derivative" gamblers are essentially creating leverage on the poker game. What financial institutions do
with derivatives is create these bets (Derivative^2 for example) and then sell these bets to others. This is an
IMMENSELY profitable business for them.

When creating a portfolio, most investors worry about their loss exposure. Buying any single equity is risky, and it is
reasonable to want to reduce downside risk. This is part of the reason why derivatives were created. Through hedging,
traders were able to change their gross exposure into a net exposure. Net exposure underlines the difference (net
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amount) between a hedge fund’s long positions and its short stock or derivative positions. Once calculated, the net
exposure of a fund is usually presented in a percentage, displaying the fund’s risk with regard to market fluctuations.

Let’s break it down. Say you are bullish on IBM. You go out and buy $50M of long dated call options (commonly
called LEAPS) on IBM. Since you’re afraid of losing money in case IBM misses it’s earnings call, loses revenue, or
experiences some other negative event while your position is open, you go and buy $40M of put options with the same
expiry date. Thus, your new Net exposure position is only $10M long.

Net Exposure Hedging

Using this mechanism, traders were able to hedge positions and reduce their theoretical risk. When you buy calls and
puts, this net exposure is reduced, and at the same time, your assets increase. In the example above, your gross
exposure (the gross value of the derivatives you own) will increase as you own both long calls and long puts. ((Don't get
this confused with being long/short or bullish/bearish a stock!! Long position for derivatives simply means YOU OWN
the contract, short position means YOU OWE the contract. “Long/Short” is a general term in finance that can
mean different things depending on the context!! Read this if you’re confused))

Since both these calls and puts have value that you paid for, and represent the right to exercise at strike, they are both
recorded as assets on your Balance Sheet. In the example above, you OWN $50M of calls and $40M of puts- your
overall derivative gross exposure is $90M. Your net exposure is only $10M. Thus you have $90M of assets
(subject to market changes of course) and “net risk” of $10M. This is why Shitadel has buttloads of options on either
side of every stock, they’re hedging their net exposure, even when they’re bullish on the underlying.

There’s three interrelated ways this goes seriously wrong. One is counterparty risk. A counterparty is someone
who takes the opposite side of your trade- so if you are buying, they are the seller, and vice-versa. ((I wrote this
DD on counterparties and clearinghouses a while ago)) In derivatives, if the counterparty to your trade fails, i.e.
goes bankrupt, the contract will most likely not be honored.

This means if you are a hedge fund, and you wrote OTC options ((NOT Exchange traded-please refer to the
beginning for the difference between OTC and exchange traded options, exchanged traded options are
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guaranteed and cleared by OCC (Options section of DTC), OTC options are NOT guaranteed, and can only be
written between institutions)) your $90M of calls and puts, if they were written with a single counterparty (like
Bear Stearns) will now be worth NOTHING.

This $90M “gross exposure” loss would represent an 800% HIGHER LOSS than the “theoretical” maximum loss
of $10M which is your “Net Exposure”. If an options clearinghouse which is the counterparty to all listed options
fails, MILLIONS of contracts would be worthless. The TRUE RISK is counterparty risk- this is what the models
don’t understand.

Another way this goes wrong is if the underlying fails- the results are equally catastrophic. Going back to the
poker game analogy, imagine if the people playing the actual poker game left the table. Now Derivative Bet #1 is
worthless, since there’s nothing to bet on. Same goes with Derivative bet #2, and #3, and so on. If the Poker
game had $25 in the pot, and each Derivative bet had $100 in each bet, this means that by the poker game
ending, $325 worth of value was destroyed, from the elimination of just ONE REAL game worth $25. THIS is the
explosive nature of derivatives.

Synthetic CDO Visualized

Let’s use the 2008 financial crisis as an example of an underlying failure. (W Homeowner goes out and gets a loan
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(original poker game). The bank then sells that loan to an investment bank who makes a CDO out of it (a bet on the
game) which trades on the value of the underlying. Then, another bank comes along and makes a synthetic CDO (a bet
on the bet), and then takes out a Credit Default Swap on it (bet on a bet on a bet). This creates insane leverage to the
underlying, and horribly dangerous results if the underlying collapses. Our beloved Dr. Trimbath puts it like this: (Naked,
Short and Greedy (Ch 19))

Naked, Short and Greedy pg 221

A third way this system can blow up is due to cross-collateralization, where one asset is pledged to multiple
entities, creating more claims than assets that exist. This process is actually very common in the futures markets-
bullion banks, for example, which hold gold and silver, will write between 2-10 futures contracts for every one oz of gold
in the vaults.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synthetic_CDO
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/49089890-naked-short-and-greedy?from_search=true&from_srp=true&qid=SnVODNfAhP&rank=1
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One Asset pledged to multiple parties

In the example above, the bullion bank (with the gold) writes 6 futures contracts (assume 1 oz per contract) and sells
them to other financial institutions, but only has a single ounce of gold in the vault. They can do this since the vast
majority of the futures (~85-90%) never get called in for settlement, and are instead rolled forward (this basically means
when the old contract is about to expire, the holder sells it for cash, and then uses this money to buy a new futures
contract with a different expiration date).

Thus, the bank/institution writing all these futures never has to actually deliver the underlying- the gold in this case. If all
the futures contracts they write are called in at once, then the 1 oz of gold is given to the buyer, and the bank who wrote
the contract is on the hook to deliver all 5 oz to the firms that are owed, and is forced to go into the market to
purchase it- this is called a “Contract Delivery Squeeze” as outlined in this paper. If the bullion bank fails, all the
futures written by it are now null and void, and the firms that weren’t able to take delivery get nothing.

(Side note: Notional Value Explained: Notional value is a term often used to value the underlying asset in a derivatives
trade. It can be the total value of a position, how much value a position controls, or an agreed-upon amount in a contract-

The best explanation I’ve seen of this was on a recent post by u/Criand-- ALL credit to him/her:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Market Value is the value of the derivative at its current trading price.

The Notional Value is the value of the derivative if it was at its strike price.

E.g. A CALL Option represents 100 shares of ABC stock with a strike of $50. Perhaps it is trading in the market at $1 per
contract right now.

Market Value= 100 shares * $1 per contract = $100

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0927539804000842
http://www.iotafinance.com/en/Financial-Definition-settlement.html
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/rollforward.asp
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/555266c0e4b008b6a4552c3a/t/55626e5ae4b004a8dfc8288d/1432514138731/Gilt_Squeeze_final.pdf
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/notionalvalue.asp
https://www.reddit.com/u/Criand--/
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Notional Value= 100 shares* $50 strike price= $5,000

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Nitroglycerin

Imagine you go to the office one day, and see your boss (Anna) sitting there with a bottle of nitroglycerin. You are
immediately shocked, and ask Anna what she’s doing. “Are you INSANE?” you say. “That is extremely dangerous!”. She
smiles at you and says “Nitroglycerin is stable if not exposed to pressure or heat. It’s safe on my desk, as long as I don’t
knock it off, it won’t explode”. Incredulous, you walk away.

The next day she brings in another bottle. And another the day after that. Over a year, she brings in hundreds of bottles
of nitroglycerin. One day, a poor intern trips on her shoes and knocks one down. The first bottle explodes- Boom. In a
few milliseconds, the next one does, and the next, in a vicious chain reaction- BOOM! BOOOM! BOOOOOM!. The entire
building is destroyed. THIS is the danger of derivatives.

Systemic Risk

The recent Archegos Capital debacle was a classic example of the destructive power of derivatives. Using contracts
like Total Return Swaps, Bill Hwang was able to leverage his fund more than 8x, making bets on the performance of a
variety of Chinese and American equities. When the equities lost value, his fund was obliterated- a mere 12.5% drop in
the underlying resulted in a complete loss of capital.

But, his fund wasn’t the only firm affected- Credit Suisse was his counterparty, and thus lost more than $5.5 Billion, and
counting. If derivatives are an explosive bottle, counterparty risk is a fuse- one that always runs to another bottle
of Nitroglycerin.

The modern financial system is effectively a complex network of institutions, tied to each other through these complex
derivative contracts. GSIBs (Globally Systemic Important Banks) are the largest entities in the system, tied directly to
thousands of institutions, and indirectly to hundreds of thousands. Here’s a fascinating map from an IMF White Paper on
the GSIBs’ interconnectedness:

https://pubchem.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/compound/Nitroglycerin
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IMF White Paper, 2016. (See legend for details)

The entire derivatives market is HUGE. The BIS estimated the total notional value of the OTC derivatives market to be
$640 Trillion in 2019! And that doesn't even include exchange-listed derivatives like most common option
contracts. More sober estimates put it somewhere north of $1 Quadrillion. Visual Capitalist has a great graph that
demonstrates the monstrosity of this number. Numbers of this size are hard to wrap your head around- this is
equivalent to a million billion, or a thousand trillion- for reference, the US economy is around $22 Trillion and
the world economy is estimated to be $88 Trillion- thus the entire world economy could fit into the notional
derivatives market 11x over and STILL not reach it. Every single bank is exposed, either directly or indirectly, to
this market. For example, Deutsche Bank ALONE has over $47 Trillion in Notional gross exposure- TWICE the
size of the entire US Economy!

Through the magic of financial engineering, Deutsche is able to create a net exposure of only $22 Billion, equivalent to
0.046% of the notional. Thus, although on paper its risk is extremely small, the actual risk to the firm is enough to wipe it
out basically overnight. This is what happened to institutions like AIG in the 2008 crisis - they insured more products than
they could ever cover, and when the firms they insured came calling they were quickly forced into bankruptcy, requiring
a $182 Billion bailout from the Federal Reserve.

https://www.bis.org/publ/otc_hy1911.htm
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If the hedge funds with derivatives exposure (like Archegos) are the equivalent of an office rigged with
nitroglycerin, the banks are stadiums full of 50 gallons drums of this shit- and the DTCC/ICC/OCC are the
equivalent of a nuke. Counterparty risk, in the form of fuses, runs between all of them. What happens when
enough factors on the system start to apply too much pressure? BOOM.

Los Alamos Testing Grounds, Nuclear Bomb

Why hasn’t anything happened?

This is the question most people ask themselves when they first learn about this. The reason is actually very simple. As
long as money keeps flowing into the Casino, the gamblers feel little risk, so no one pulls out. The Fed
continues to print money, equity/bond prices continue to rise, and since there’s “no risk” of the underlying
falling in value, everyone keeps their money in the pot, and the poker game continues.

The profits made from derivatives trading are enormous, and any bank that stopped doing this would quickly
lose investors, because they would instantly take their capital out and take it to another bank that actually is
profitable. It's all a confidence game- as long as everyone is confident, prices keep rising, and the cash keeps
pumping in, the party will continue.

Warren Buffet famously turned down calls to buy Lehman Brothers during the darkest days of the Financial Crisis- he
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understood a key concept, that derivatives (especially when they make up the majority of your fund (hey Kenny :) ) are
equivalent to Financial Weapons of Mass Destruction, able to destroy entire firms, and indeed entire systems, in
one fell swoop.

Quote from Berkshire Hathaway Shareholder Letter, 2002

In the tumultuous month of October 2008, this system was beginning to unravel. The money draining out of the financial
system due to bank runs and frozen credit lending started to light fires in multiple financial institutions. The bombs that
were Bear Sterns, AIG and Lehman had already blown up, and the fire was spreading through counterparty risk
throughout the system. In fact, we were getting dangerously close to hitting the switch on the nuclear warhead- As
Timothy Geitner (Pres of New York Fed) put it, “We were a few days away from the ATMs not working” (start video at
46:07). (Seriously, go watch this documentary. Its fucking AMAZING).

And the worst part of all of this? Even to this day, Regulators, and indeed even financial industry insiders, are completely
blind to the risk. OTC Derivatives are essentially unregulated- NO ONE knows the true size of this market. Worse
yet, the traders inside the bank are using optimistic versions of the Efficient Market Hypothesis and VaR models
to estimate their risk, which comes out to essentially 0 due to the risk models and net exposure hedging. Thus,
they pile on more risk every day, ensuring that this problem continues to grow-- until the entire system
explodes.

Smoothbrain Overview:

Analysts noticed statistical patterns in stocks. Small moves (1%) were much more common than large moves
(20%). They created models called Value-at Risk, which predicted extreme losses were not just unlikely,
they were virtually IMPOSSIBLE. Thus Fund managers feel more confident, and gamble on riskier and riskier
investments. The Financial Services Industry STILL uses these VaR models today.

Eugene Fama creates the Efficient Market Hypothesis. Since prices are “random” they are unpredictable- and also
always “right”. Thus there is no way to beat the market, the best thing one can do is leverage up and ride the

https://www.prospectmagazine.co.uk/economics-and-finance/financial-weapons-of-mass-destruction-brexit-and-the-looming-derivatives-threat
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market up.

Certain market dynamics like index arbitrage, counterparty risk, and shorting (both legit and naked) create
positive feedback loops, processes that feed on themselves EXPONENTIALLY (‘The Ouroboros’) to the
upside or downside. These processes can lead to extreme dislocations in price movement, like a short
squeeze (GME) or a rapid equity market collapse (Black Monday).

Derivatives are created with the goal of reducing risk, and they do, to a certain extent, but they also amplify risk-
and create potential losses multiples greater than what the fund managers expected.

Through hedging, traders believe they reduce net exposure and thus overall firm risk. After hedging, they feel safe
buying exotic financial products and leveraging the firm even more. They believe that their ONLY RISK is Net
Exposure- but the TRUE RISK is Gross expsoure- They essentially are BLIND to the real exposure of the firm.

The entire financial system is filled to the brim with derivatives- everyone is exposed. The total notional market is
estimated to be somewhere around $1 Quadrillion, with some estimates putting it even higher. This
represents what Buffet called “A Time Bomb” in the market- as long as money flows in, the party continues. Once it
stops, the Weapons of Financial Destruction are unleashed.

Conclusion:

The modern international financial system, unhinged from the fetters of regulation and oversight, has created a
derivatives monster whose tendrils reach across the globe. Fed by the incessant money printer and holding the
retirement funds of generations, this machine continues to bet, in ever-increasing amounts, in the greatest
casino ever created. This monster, as long as it is nourished by cheap credit and ever increasing flows of cash
from the Federal Reserve, will continue to grow.

This is part of the reason why I believe the Fed is in the endgame- they KNOW that they cannot turn off the
liquidity hose, as they would risk destroying the system in its entirety. They have to convince themselves and the
market with constant assurances that inflation will remain low, risk is non-existent, and their balance sheet can continue
to grow without consequence. Secretly, just like Citadel and Melvin, they are starting to realize they are in a
burning building with no way out.

BUY, HODL, BUCKLE UP.

>>>>>>>TO BE CONTINUED >>>>>>> PART THREE “THE MONEY MACHINE”

(Adding this to clear up FUD- My argument is for hyperinflation to begin in a few years- this is a years- long
PROCESS, and will take a long time to play out. It won't happen tomorrow, but we are in the same situation as
Germany after WW1. Hyperinflation is GOOD FOR GME--- DEBT VALUE COLLAPSES, MONEY CHASES ASSETS
(EQUITIES) pushing the price UP, so shorts will have to cover) BUY AND HOLD.

Nothing on this Post constitutes investment advice, performance data or any recommendation that any security, portfolio
of securities, investment product, transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific person. From reading my
Post I cannot assess anything about your personal circumstances, your finances, or your goals and objectives, all of
which are unique to you, so any opinions or information contained on this Post are just that – an opinion or information.
Please consult a financial professional if you seek advice.

*If you would like to learn more, check out my recommended reading list here. This is a dummy google account, so feel
free to share with friends- none of my personal information is attached. You can also check out a Google docs version of
my Endgame Series here.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/derivativestimebomb.asp
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